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Abstract: A solution to the singularity problem is presented from the
approach of the operational space formulation which involves both motion
and force control. A brief summary of the Operational Space Formulation
and how singularity presents a problem is explained. The inverse of the
Jacobian at singular configuration is handled by removing the degenerate
components of the motion, therefore manipulator is made redundant to
the task. Khatib’s [3] dynamically consistent inverse was then used to
invert the Jacobian and to create a null space motion to escape from the
singular configuration in the case that the desired path lies in the degenerate
direction. The algorithm was implemented on the PUMA 560 manipulator,
and the results are presented.

1. Introduction
Conventional control algorithms of a robot manipulator are often found to use
the solution of inverse kinematics or inverse Jacobian to transform various tasks
into desired joint motions. These methods were found to be insufficient in the
vicinity of a singular configuration, as they produce high joint velocity and
large error in end-effector’s trajectory.

Various ways have been devised to handle the problem of singularity, start-
ing from the simple approach of switching into joint space control. Others try
to avoid going near the singular configuration by maximizing the manipulabil-
ity of the end-effector at all time [7] [11]. However, this is not always possible
when the manipulator is not redundant with respect to the task.

Another idea in handling singularity was to eliminate the degenerate com-
ponent(s) of motion and therefore, there will be no large joint velocity generated
when the manipulator goes into the vicinity of singularity [3] [4] [5]. Chiaverini
and Egeland [5] used partial Jacobian matrix, with rows along the singular
direction eliminated, was inverted using pseudo inverse to obtain joint velocity
from velocity in task space. Aboaf and Paul [1] bounded the rates of exces-
sive joints and compensated for the error by a modified inverse Jacobian to



calculate the remaining joint rates. Cheng et al [4] analyzed the singularities
in PUMA and decomposed the workspace into achievable and non-achievable
directions. The non-achievable direction was released, Compact QP method
was applied to minimize the tracking error of the end-effector, and SVD was
used to obtain the Jacobian inverse and a weight system to regulate the trade
off between exactness and feasibility of motion.

The experiment described in this report was conducted on the platform of
Operational Space Formulation [9]. In this scheme, motion is generated not by
kinematics-based method, but by the inertial parameters of the manipulator.
The necessity of using the inverse of Jacobian comes from the calculation of
the dynamic model of the manipulator. In comparison to the conventional
method of kinematics-based control, singularity handling in Operational Space
Formulation covers the problem both in motion and force control. The proposed
idea is to handle singularity by transforming the Jacobian and the generalized
forces into the frame whose one or more of the axes represent the degenerate
direction(s) of singularity. The degenerate component is then removed resulting
in a lower dimension, full rank Jacobian that is redundant with respect to the
task. The dynamically consistent inverse [3], which is a generalised inverse
weighted by inertial matrix, is used to invert the Jacobian. Null space motion
[9] was also used to reconfigure the manipulator to escape from singularity into
a path that happens to lie in the degenerate direction, which we have removed.
The experimental result on PUMA 560 is presented.

2. Operational Space Formulation
Operational Space Formulation [9] was devised to enable a unified approach on
the force and motion control of a manipulator. In this scheme, we would be
able to resolve the singularity issue in both motion and force control. In the
scope of this experiment, we are more concerned about the motion control part
of the algorithm. Motion of the end-effector is generated by:

Γ = JT F + NT Γ0 (1)

where Γ is the joint torque, J is the Jacobian matrix, and F is the desired force
obtained by:

F = Λ̂ẍ + µ̂(x, ẋ) + p̂(x) (2)

where Λ is the pseudo kinetic energy matrix, µ̂(x, ẋ) is the Coriolis and Cen-
trifugal matrix, and p̂(x) is the gravity compensation matrix. N is the null
space of the manipulator defined as N = [I − J̄J ] , and Γ0 is the null space
torque.
ẍ is the linear dynamic behaviour defined by:

F ∗ = Iẍd − kv(ẋ− ẋd)− kp(x− xd) (3)

where ẍd, ẋd, xd are the desired acceleration, velocity, and position of the end-
effector at the given time, and ẍ, ẋ, x are the actual acceleration, velocity,
and position of the end-effector. It should be noted, that throughout this
experiment, the task given would be to control both position and orientation
in 3D space (6 DOF task in motion control).



3. Dynamic Formulation
The need for inverse of the Jacobian in the dynamic formulation comes from
the derivation of the Λ, µ, and p matrices. These are the pseudo kinetic energy,
Coriolis, and Centrifugal matrices in task space, and were all derived from the
joint space equivalent. They are derived in [9] and [10] as the following:

Λ(x) = J−T (q)A(q)J−1(q)
µ(xẋ) = [J−T (q)B(q)− Λ(q)H(q)][q̇q̇]

p(x) = J−T (q)g(q)
(4)

where A(q) is the kinetic energy matrix, B(q) and H(q) are matrices of the
Coriolis and Centrifugal forces, and g(q) the gravitational compensation ma-
trix.

For further explanation of the Operational Space Formulation, please refer
to [8], [9] and [10].

4. Singularity Identification in PUMA
Singularity is defined as the configuration where the values of joint position
causes the Jacobian to become singular (the determinant of the Jacobian is
zero) or when the manipulator loses degree(s) of freedom [11]. The degenerate
direction is defined as the degree of freedom that the manipulator loses in
the singularity, or a motion that the manipulator can not execute while in
singularity. It is also represented by the component of the Jacobian matrix
that causes it to be singular.

Khatib [10] categorizes singularities into two types. Type 1 is when null
space torque creates motion in the degenerate direction. Type 2 is when null
space torques affects only the internal joint motions, or when the null space
motion moves (shifts) the degenerate direction.

In PUMA, or many PUMA-like manipulators (or referred to as anthropo-
morphic with spherical wrist manipulator in [12]), there are three singularities:
wrist lock (type 2), elbow lock (type 1), and head lock (type 2). These singu-
larities can happen individually, or as a combination of two of even three at
the same time.

Figure 1. The PUMA 560 at zero position, by Craig’s modified DH parameter
[6]



Table 1. THE MODIFIED DH PARAMETERS
i αi−1 ai−1 di ϑi

1 0 0 0 ϑ1

2 -90 0 d2 ϑ2

3 0 a2 d3 ϑ3

4 90 a3 d4 ϑ4

5 -90 0 0 ϑ5

6 90 0 0 ϑ6

Mathematically, singularity occurs when the determinant of the Jacobian
matrix approaches zero, i.e.: Det(J) = 0 or Det(JJT = 0) for manipulators
with non-square Jacobians [11].
For PUMA 560 with 6 DOF, the Jacobian is a square 6 x 6 matrix, which can
be partitioned into:

J =

[
J11 J12

J21 J22

]
(5)

By defining the control point to be at the wrist, we will obtain a Jacobian
matrix with J12 = 03x3. With the frame assignment shown in Figure 1, and
modified DH parameters according to Craig’s [6] (See Table 1), the determinant
of PUMA is shown as:

Det(J) = Det(Jd) = Det(J11)Det(J22);
Det(J11) = −a2(d4C3 − a3S3)(d4S23 + a2C2 + a3C23);

Det(J22) = −S5;
(6)

(Cheng et al[4])
where a2 = 0.4318(m), a3 = −0.0203(m), d2 = 0.2435(m),

d3 = −0.0934(m), d4 = 0.4331(m).
When the determinant equals zero, Equation 6 represents the elbow, head,

and wrist singularities respectively.

5. Identifying the Singular Direction
When singularity occurs, there is a row(s) in the Jacobian - when it is trans-
formed onto the correct frame - that contains only zeros. By definition that
ẋ = Jϑ̇, a zero row in the Jacobian means that there is a direction (or a degree
of freedom) in task space that the manipulator is unable to move into. This is
the case in singular configuration, as the manipulator loses a degree of freedom
at these points.

When Head Lock occurs, a2.C2 + a3.C23 + d4.S23 = 0 (Equation 6).
Equation(7) shows the top half of the Jacobian 4J . From this equation, it
is shown that the second row of the Jacobian is zero, which corresponds to the
translation along Y-axis of Frame{1} which is the degenerate direction.

1J =
[ −d2 − d3 d4C23 − a2S2 − a3S23 d4C23 − a3S23 0 0 0

a2C2 + a3C23 + d4S23 0 0 0 0 0
0 −a2C2 − a3C23 − d4S23 −a3S23 − d4S23 0 0 0

]
(7)

For the Wrist Lock, there is no entire row of zeros in the J matrix (Equation



(8)).

4J =




(a2C2 + d4S23)S4 + C23(−(d2 + d3)C4 + a3S4) C4(d4 − a2S23) d4C4 0 0 0
(a2C2C4 + d4C4S23 + C23(a3C4 + (d2 + d3)S4) −(d4 + a2S3)S4 −d4S4 0 0 0

−(d2 + d3)S23 −a3 − a2C3 −a3 0 0 0
−C4S23 S4 S4 0 0 S5
S23S4 C4 C4 0 1 0

C23 0 0 1 0 C5




(8)
When (ϑ5 = 0), a row of zero only appears at the last three elements of the
fourth row of 4J :

4
J22 =

[
0 0 0
0 1 0
1 0 1

]
(9)

This means that it is still possible to rotate around the X-axis of Frame{4} in
wrist singularity, but it is produced by the first three joints, which would also
change the position of the end effector (i.e. not possible in 6 DOF).

Therefore, the first row of 4J22, (or the fourth row of 4J) is the degenerate
direction, representing the rotation around X-axis of Frame{4} (see Figure 1
and 4). Collapsing the Jacobian is then done by eliminating the fourth row of
4J .

Elbow singularity is shown by projecting the Jacobian and the task space
forces onto Frame{B} which is not one of the frames in our DH assignment
(see Figure 2 for the frame assignment, and Equation (10) for the resulting
Jacobian). At this configuration, the singular direction is found to fall along
the line connecting the wrist point to the origin of base frame.
BJ [1][1] = (d2+d3)S2(d4C3−a3S3)

(a2+a3C3+d4S3)D

BJ [1][2] = (d4C3−a3S3)(a2+a3C3+d4S3)
2D

a2
2+d2

2+2d2d3+d2
3+2a2a3C3+a2

3C2
3+2a2d4S3+d2

4S2
3+a3d4Sin[2q3]

BJ [1][3] = d4C3−a3S3
D

BJ [2][1] = (d2 + d3)S2; BJ [2][2] = a2 + a3C3 + d4S3
BJ [2][3] = a3C3 + d4S3

BJ [3][1] = C2(a
2
2+d2

2+2d2d3+d2
3+a2a3C3+a2d4S3)+(a2+a3C3+d4S3)(a3C23+d4S23)

(a2+a3C3+d4S3)D

BJ [3][2] = (d2+d3)(d4C3−a3S3)
(a2+a3C3+d4S3)D

; BJ [3][3] = (d2+d3)(d4C3−a3S3)
(a2+a3C3+d4S3)D

where:

D =

√
1 +

(d2 + d3)2

(a2 + a3C3 + d4S3)2
(10)

Frame{B} is obtained by rotating Frame{2} by angle β, which is defined as:

β = Tan
−1

[
d2 + d3

a2 + a3C3 + d4S3

]
(11)

From (6), it is shown that −a2(d4C3 − a3S3) = 0 at elbow singularity. There-
fore, the first row of BJ11 is a zero row (BJ [1][1] =B J [1][2] =B J [1][3] = 0).
This shows that the degenerate direction lies along the X-axis of Frame{B} (see
Figure 2). Equation 10 only shows the elements BJ from the top left quadrant,
because the top right quadrant is a zero matrix.

6. Removing the Degenerate Component
The idea of removing the degenerate component is done by removing the row(s)
of the Jacobian matrix and elements of the task space force F (see Equation (2))



Figure 2. PUMA, from top view, shows the degenerate direction at elbow
singularity, expressed in Frame{B}, which is derived from rotating Frame{2}
by angle β

that represent the degenerate direction(s) of motion. To do so, the Jacobian
matrix and force vector need to be expressed in the frame in which one of the
axes represents the direction of singularity (degenerate direction).

Force vector in task space is obtained from the control law to represent the
virtual force that ’pulls’ the end effector to the desired position and orientation
(see Equations (2), (3)). The force vector is then resolved into the correct frame,
that represents the singular direction as one of the axes of the frame. The
Jacobian is also resolved into the same frame, and the degenerate components
in the Jacobian and the force vector are removed. The transpose of the new
collapsed Jacobian and the force vector are multiplied to obtain the joint torque
vector (Equation (1)).

For the case of PUMA 560, the degenerate direction of motion in wrist
singularity, for example, is represented by the rotation around the X-axis of
Frame{4}. The relationship between the generalized forces, expressed in the
frame that best represent the singular direction, is therefore (without the Null
Space component:

Γ = 4JT 4F (12)

where
4JT = 0RT

4

4
J and 4F = 0RT

4

4
J (13)

4F is the force in the Cartesian axis represented in Frame{4}, obtained from
the control law with the fourth element (rotation around X-axis) removed, Γ is
the torque sent out to each joint, and 4J is the Jacobian expressed in Frame{4},
with the fourth row removed.

7. Moving Through Singularities
Motion from a singular configuration can be divided into of feasible and non-
feasible directions. Non-feasible direction is one that requires motion in the
singular (degenerate) direction.

In our experiment, as explained above, the motion in the degenerate di-
rection has been disabled through the removal of the elements of the Jacobian



matrix and task space forces representing the direction of singularity.
In the case of a feasible path, the end-effector was found to move through

the singular configuration with error in position and orientation not signifi-
cantly larger than that of motion through non-singular configuration. (Com-
pare Figures A1 and A2 which represent tracking error in non-singular motion,
with Figures A3 and A4 which represent tracking error of motion through a
wrist singularity along a feasible path).

A path is non-feasible when the desired trajectory lies along the degenerate
direction of the manipulator. In this experiment, the null space motion was
then utilized in handling such motion. As the Jacobian was collapsed to be of
lower rank, the manipulator is now regarded as ’redundant’ with respect to the
task. Null space torque can then be generated to reconfigure the manipulator
to move in the non-feasible direction. Different potential functions can be used
to determine the Null space torque, as long as the objective is to shift the
degenerate direction out of the way of the desired trajectory.

Khatib [9] showed that the relationship between the generalized forces
incorporating the null space torque, as in Equation 1. The J̄ is the inverse of
the Jacobian matrix, obtained by:

J̄ = A−1(q)JT (q)Λ(q) (14)

where the components are defined in (4).
This is described as the dynamically consistent inverse [3], which is a generalised
inverse weighted with mass (inertial) matrix. This inverse has been shown to
produce no operational space acceleration when used to project joint torques
into the null space[3].
The following sections show the result of the implementation the algorithm on
PUMA 560. It is shown that in most cases, the error generated is not larger
than that found in non-singular motion, except for some trade off shown in
the cases of desired trajectory lying along non-feasible path, where exactness
of orientation tracking was sacrificed to make the motion feasible.

7.1. Type 1 Singularity
Type 1 Singularity, or in the case of PUMA, the elbow lock, is one where null
space torque would generate motion in the singular direction.

This means, for the case of PUMA, null space motion of joint 3 would
generate motion in the singular direction (see Figure 2 for singular direction).
Comparing the tracking error (position and orientation) of the manipulator
moving out of elbow singularity into the degenerate direction with that of
non-singular motion, no significant increase in position and orientation error is
observed. (Compare Figure A7 and A8 to Figure A1 and A2).

7.2. Type 2 Singularity
A common type 2 singularity in PUMA is when the wrist joint is straightened
(ϑ5 = 0 ). The non-feasible path is when it contains the component of de-
generate direction, i.e. it requires the end-effector to turn around the X-axis
of Frame{4}, or if the desired trajectory lies on the YZ plane of Frame{4}.
The other one is the head lock, where the wrist point lies along the Z axis of



Figure 3. shows Puma-like manipulator moving out of elbow (and wrist) sin-
gularity, following the path which lies in the degenerate direction

the Base Frame. The degenerate direction is the Y-axis of Frame{1}. It is
described that, as singularity occurs, at least two frames of the manipulator
would line up. One of these two frames can therefore be used to create a null
space motion to escape the singular position. In the case of PUMA’s wrist,
null space torque was used to move joint 4 (see Figure 4). This would then
shift the plane that contains the non-feasible-path (the YZ plane) out of the
way of the desired path (Figure 5). Similarly, in the case of PUMA head lock,

Figure 4. Null space torque is used to turn joint 4, so that the YZ plane of
Frame{4} is shifted out of the way of the desired trajectory.

a null space motion of joint 1 is required to shift the the degenerate direction
out of the desired path. The result of the experiment is shown in Figures A1 to
A8. Figures A1 and A2 show the position and orientation error in end-effector
tracking a non-singular path, while Figure A3 and A4, a singular, but feasible
path. Figure A5 and A6 is of the end-effector escaping the wrist lock (type 2
singularity) into non-feasible path, and Figure A7 and A8 of the end-effector
moving from an elbow singularity into a non-feasible path. The only signifi-
cantly larger error encountered is in the orientation error of the manipulator as
it escapes from a wrist lock into a path that lies in degenerate direction. It is
because null space motion was required to turn joint 4 before the end-effector
was able to track the desired trajectory, hence the large initial orientation error
(see Figure 4).



8. Implementation Issues

Jerkiness in due to a switching of control was experienced as expected. This
is especially obvious when the manipulator moves in the degenerate direction
by null space torque to escape elbow singularity as in this motion it is not
motion-controlled. It therefore does not follow the desired trajectory while in
the singular region.

The chosen solution in the experiment was to take the end effector at the
point (time and position) of getting out of the singular region as the start of
a new trajectory, with the same goal as before, compensating for the time it
took for the manipulator to reach this point from the starting point. This was
found to produce a smooth transition between the control algorithms.

9. Conclusion

In this experiment, singularity handling in torque-controlled manipulator,
based on Operation Space Formulation was explored. It was shown that by
removing the degenerate component(s) of motion, control of the manipulator
through singular configuration was possible, with tracking error no larger than
that of a motion through non-singular path. Motion in the degenerate direction
was made possible by motion of redundant joint to move the degenerate direc-
tion away from the desired path for type 2 singularities. For type 1 singularity,
by definition, Null space torque would produce motion in the degenerate direc-
tion. A certain trade off between exactness and achievability was necessary in
moving out of a singular configuration into a non-feasible path.
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